INTERIOR, EXTERIOR, ADA, ROAD, AND CUSTOM SIGNS

So many signs! We got them all. Custom signs, including two-sided, are also available per customer’s request. Please contact your CSI Sales Representative for more information.

They can be installed on posts or on the exterior wall of a building. We can design the sign for you or you can provide us your design.

Visit our YouTube channel to watch videos on how we make custom signs and mass produce road signs.

CSI PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY THROUGHOUT NEBRASKA

Visit https://csi.nebraska.gov/products/signs to see all products, pictures, options and prices.
OPTIONS FOR SIGNS

ADA Pictograms are designed to be compliant with ADA regulations.

Wall signs are available in both single and double sided options. There are 12 color options.

Gun ordinance sign is our only sign to offer a 3 color gravoply.

Road signs are made to be fully compliant with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) regulation.

There are two types of building signs we make: Aluminum (similar to Road Signs) and AlumaCorr.

Aluminum Signs are the standard road signs made from an aluminum sheet with a thickness of up to .10”. Excellent choice for one-sided signs.

AlumaCorr is a great alternative to Aluminum Signs with a thickness of 0.20” or 0.40”. It is a better choice for two-sided signs. It consists of aluminum sheets on both sides with a corrugated polypropylene core. It is rigid, light weight, resistant to scratches, will not corrode or rust and it lasts longer than aluminum signs!

Ask about wood options for custom engraved signs.

Some products are sold in multiple sizes and thickness. If you would like to have a different size contact your CSI Sales Representative.